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handling

X-Range benchX-Range bench

Side extensions with an integral pedestal may be added  
to any fixed top bench.

One double sided bench module with fixed extensions 
creates a very cost effective pair of L-shape workstations.

Double wave tops provide a subtly different experience  
by encouraging rotation while working - and introduce  
the visual contrast of repeating curves.

Stand-alone double benches (without extensions)  
include a central power tower for maximum stability  
and cable handling.

X-Range bench combines elegant looks with exceptional 

strength and rigidity. High capacity cable management is 

provided as standard, via easily accessible vertical power 

towers and horizontal cable trays.

Desk tops may be fixed or sliding, as preferred (sliding tops 

offer more convenient access to the cable tray). Optional 

dividing screens have a slim profile aluminium frame 

around a perspex or fabric upholstered panel.

Desk tops of different widths may be specified in any 

combination, and benches may easily be made longer  

or shorter if needs change by adding or removing pairs  

of desktops.

Desks shown with Macassar tops, White frames and clear 

frosted perspex screens.
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desk

X-Range benchX-Range bench

Showing narrow MFC pedestals (left) and standard MFC 
pedestals (right). Tops and pedestals shown in Zebrano.

Metal pedestal in White.

Fixed worktops are fitted with cable access ports as 
standard, and sliding tops allow rear cable access at any 
point along the top. All tops may optionally be specified with 
scalloped rear edges as shown here, replacing the cable 
ports on fixed tops, and including a deeper indent in the 
centre. The indent is convenient both to pass through  
13 amp plugs and for mounting monitor brackets.

A single sided bench desk and fixed extension with pedestal 
creates an attractive and practical L-shape desk.

The A-frame option gives X-Range bench a distinctly 

different, angular character.

Shown here with Slate bench frames, Concrete tops and 

White-framed, fabric upholstered screens with integral 

accessory bars.
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X-Range bench

present

X-Range bench

X-Range storage units and lockers fit exactly across the 
end of any X-Range bench and may be combined as desired.

Rectangular frames. Power tower shown with the access 
panel in the lower/closed position.

Optional sliding tops provide convenient access to the high 
capacity cable tray. Shown here in combination with a 
scalloped rear edge to the top.

Power tower with the access panel removed for the 
installation of cables. The notches on the outside edges  
of the panel allow it to be positioned raised to allow 
passage for cables, or lowered when no cables are present.

X-Range square and rectangular frame options suit  

interior designs that call for strong rectilinear lines.  

The choice of frame style is a purely visual one: there  

is no functional difference.

The access panel of the power tower under the bench is 

shown in the raised position to allow the passage of cables.
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pedestal

X-Range GP desksX-Range GP desks

Rectangular desks with dividing screen.

Rectangular desk with conference extension and 
rectangular extension with pedestal.

Compact corner desk with optional front modesty panel, 
freestanding desk height pedestal and side opening 
tambour cupboard.

Compact corner desk with front and side modesty panels 
and desk height freestanding pedestal.

X-Range GP desks match X-Range bench on standard 

frames, but they provide an attractive and practical desk 

range in their own right. Desk shapes include rectangular 

and compact corner desks in a range of sizes, with optional 

modesty panels. These may be combined with conference 

extensions and rectangular returns with or without 

pedestals. Desk mounted screens may be specified to 

separate worksurfaces or simply to provide privacy.

X-Range GP desks suite with/match all X-Range storage, 

tables and reception furniture.
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X-Range classic

Compact wave workstations with integral pedestals offer  
a space saving and cost effective solution where floor 
space is limited or large worksurfaces unnecessary.

Rectangular desks with freestanding pedestals. Showing 
monitor arms mounted through cable access ports.

X-Range classic desks are available in a very wide choice  

of worksurface shapes and sizes, with either panel ends  

(as shown on these pages) or metal frames. With panel ends 

the vertical panels can be in contrasting White, as shown 

here, or match the top. 

X-Range classic desks 

Illustrated here are clusters of compact corner desks with 

freestanding desk height pedestals, divided by fabric covered 

desk mounted screens.

Main image shows Natural Oak tops with  White panels.
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tray

X-Range classicX-Range classic desks

Wave desks with B-pattern frame and steel mobile pedestals.

L-workstations formed using a rectangular desks  
and rectangular extensions with integral pedestal (shown 
with optional handles).

Conference extension.

Detail of cable management in M-patten frame,  
and optional cable management tray.

X-Range classic desks are available on two styles of metal 

frames, in a choice of colours (in addition to panel ends).

M-pattern frames (as shown in the main image) 

incorporate vertical cable management as standard:  

on the simpler B-pattern frames cable management  

is an optional extra.

The main image shows a desk with a steel pedestal, 

an option to the matching melamine pedestals. Steel 

pedestals are available in white, silver and black.

Main image shows Wenge tops with White frames.
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port

X-Range confere

Barrel shape table with optional cable access ports. Circular table with optional (central) cable access port.

X-Range tables on X and Y bases are available with circular, 

rectangular, bow-end and barrel shape tops, in sizes up to 

1200mm diameter and 5000mm long.

If optional cable access ports are specified this enables 

cables and even 13 amp plugs to be passed through the base 

X-Range conference tables

columns, providing concealed cable routing from floor  

to table top.

All shown in Zebrano Sand with White frames.
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top

X-Range confere
X-Range tables on standard (GP) legs are available with 

circular, rectangular, bow-end and barrel shape tops,  

in sizes up to 1200mm diameter and 5000mm long.

Tables 2000mm long or more have an additional inset  

leg that ensures unrivalled stability.

Main image shows Concrete tops with White frames  

and panels.

X-Range conference tables

Circular table: White with Concrete top.

Rectangular table: White with Concrete top.
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panel

X-Range recepti
A very wide range of shapes, sizes and configurations can 

be created from an extensive palette of modular reception 

desk components. Straight and curved desk modules 

may be linked in any sequence, combined as desired with 

counter height deskovers, glass shelves and pedestals.

As with all X-Range desks, reception desks may be all in 

one finish or in a combination of a chosen finish with White 

vertical panels. Shown here in Zebrano/White/Faux Chrome.

X-Range reception desks

This “hockey stick” configuration shows how a combination 
of desk height, glass shelf and deskover modules can be 
used to create a very attractive and practical reception 
counter. The front panel shows how the addition of a 
custom vinyl graphic of a company logo (or name) can  
be used to personalise a counter at minimal cost.

Detail of glass shelf with perforated steel front panel.
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Finish/colour doesn’t look 
right. Change to Zebrano and 
use Macassar in smaller, less 
colour-critical image.

section

X-Range recepti
These images show how Macassar finish can be used to 

create a very striking reception, followed through into the 

working office where bench desks with Macassar tops and 

Silva frames maintain the visual theme, but with a lighter 

and more open feel. Background: individual lockers.

X-Range reception desks

A rectangular reception desk incorporating a module with  
a recessed backpanel providing enhanced wheelchair access.

This simple rectangular reception uses a half-width 
deskover to provide privacy (and hide clutter) in 
combination with a welcoming desk height section.
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XR working and

Ring arms Height adjustable arms Slim height adjustable arms

Attractive, comfortable and durable seating for all general 

office applications. A wide selection of options are offered, 

including high and medium backs, adjustable lumbar supports, 

height adjustable and ring arms, black or polished aluminium 

XR working and meeting chairs

swivel bases, black or chrome frames and an extensive 

choice of fabrics and vinyls. 

Main image, left to right: XR1, XR2, XR3, XR4
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frame

XR working and

Matching visitors armchairs for XRE1 and XRE2  executive 
chairs. Available with black or chrome frames.

XR1CA and XR3C meeting chairs, matching XR1 and XR3 
working chairs respectively.

XRV4C and XRV4AC meeting chairs with chrome frames 
– the armchair shown on optional castors. Also available 
with black frames.

XRXRV4AB armchair (stackable  five high) and XRV3AC 
cantilever armchair with chrome frame (also available  
with black frame).

Main image shows (L to R) XRE1 and XRE2 executive chairs 

and XRL1 wide operators chair. Black bases are standard: 

polished aluminium bases are available as an option.

XR working and meeting chairs
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device

XR working and

XRB1ST stool and XRB2 chairs stacked on mobile dolly MD12.

XRC1 with polypropylene shell, available in a wide choice  
of colours, chrome frame (stackable six high).
XRP1 with Beech shell. Shell available stained to match a 
selection of timbers (stackable four high).

XRV5 and XRV6 meeting chairs with Beech frames. 
Available with and without arms, and stained to match  
a selection of timbers.

XRV2 (chrome frame) and XRV1 (black frame) chairs. 
Stackable five high. Optional hoop arms, writing tablet  
and linking device.

Main image shows (L to R) XRB1A-2 and XRB1A-1 

armchairs and XRB2. Frames are polished chrome. Seat 

and back shells are available in a choice of seven colours. 

Upholstered seats are available as an option.

XR working and meeting chairs
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X-Range soft se

sofaXRM2 two seat sofa, armchair and square coffee table. XRM3 three seat sofa.

XRM sofas and chairs are offered in a wide choice  

of fabrics, vinyls and leathers, in uniform colours  

or two-tone combinations.

Main image: XRMUC corner sofa.

X-Range soft seating
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panel

X-Range soft se

XRMH2 high back sofas.

XRMH1 high back armchair.

XRT1 tub chairs, shown here in leather, provide a timeless 
solution for individual soft seating.

The XRT2 sofa matches the individual XRT1 chairs.  
Both models are available with an optional front panel.

The XRMH meeting pod (main image/left) combines two 

chairs, 2 seat or 3 seat sofas with a linking panel and 

tapered meeting table in any of our MFC finishes.

The combination of visual privacy, acoustic damping,  

well-cushioned comfort and a convenient worksurface 

create a practical, relaxed, semi-private meeting space.

X-Range soft seating
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X-Range finishes

Metal parts may be finished in Slate, White and Silva, 
 or left raw, clear coated in Gloss or Matt.

X-Range offers an extensive choice of finishes to complement 

the widest possible range of interior décors. Timber panels 

area available in nine wood grains with striped or figured 

X-Range finishes

structures, together with bright White and a remarkably 

realistic “Concrete”.

Beech
QB

Slate
BK

White
WH

Faux Chrome
FC

Raw Steel - 
Matt Coated 
RM

Raw Steel - 
Gloss Coated 
RG

Silva
SA

White
WH

Zebrano
ZB

Zebrano Sand
ZS

Wenge
WG

Natural Walnut
WN

Natural Oak
NO

Maple
QP

Macassar
MC

Concrete
CC
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